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WESTERN CONSTRUCTION GROUP APPOINTS MICHAEL RADIGAN TO LEAD NEW
WESTERN FAÇADES ELITE PROJECTS TEAM AS BRANCH MANAGER ***
Group to Focus on Complex, Multi-Million Dollar Façade Restorations and Replacements

NEW YORK, NY – Western Construction Group, a national building restoration and
preservation company founded in 1915, has announced Michael C. Radigan has been named
Branch Manager of the new Western Façades team formed and dedicated exclusively to
large-scale, complex façade restoration and re-cladding projects requiring the company's
unique expertise and experience.
Previously, Radigan was responsible for managing the Company’s North East Operations,
including the New York, Boston, Washington, D.C and Philadelphia branch offices. Michael
worked his way from field mechanic through the ranks of Foreman, Superintendent and Branch
Manager prior to his current appointment as Branch Manager of this elite new unit.
He has been responsible for façade restoration and repairs for such high profile projects
as George Washington University’s Thurston Hall in Washington, DC; the MIT Building 18
restoration in Cambridge, MA; 90 Church Street, 55 Church Street and the Tweed Courthouse
in Downtown Manhattan; the Joseph Addabbo Federal Building in Jamaica, NY, Worldwide
Plaza, 11 Waverly Place and the Guardian Life Building in Manhattan.
In this new position, Radigan works with building managers, owners, realty management
companies and architects/ engineers to formulate budgets for complex, multi-million dollar
exterior restoration and replacement projects. His diverse knowledge and experience offer him
the ability to collaborate effectively with all parties in construction project of this size, managing

budgets, manpower, materials, and equipment necessary to complete construction projects up
and down the East Coast.
The formation of Western Façades draws on key personnel with extensive experience on
complex projects from Brisk Waterproofing, a Western company serving the New York City real
estate community for nearly a century. The Western Façades team was established in response
to the growing number of large scale projects the firm has been retained for over the past
several years, including The GM Building, The Corbin Building, 90 Church Street, 55 Water
Street and 215 East 68th Street in New York. Western Façades is the first restoration company
dedicated exclusively to these complex assignments. Responding to the growing need for such
services in the market, Western Façades provides the size and manpower of the largest general
contractors with the expertise of nearly a century of waterproofing and restoration experience.
“Large and complex projects like these require a unique skills set and the coordination of
hundreds of workers on a daily,” said Mr. Radigan. “Through the entire process, the goal is to
raise the professional bar to make the project painless for building tenants and extremely
successful for ownership. This is precisely the type of job for which the Western Façades team
was created.”
Western Façades is part of Western Construction Group, offering a nationwide network of
expertise that building owners, engineers, architects and property managers count on to
develop cost-effective, corrective measures that can add years of useful life to buildings and
structures. Serving the entire nation from over 30 offices, they offer the best, time-tested
techniques combined with innovative new technology.
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